Maybe Someday
I was like a penguin I stood here in the freeze
Waiting for your words on a cuddly bear postcard
Never really sure whether I could believe
That you'd be travelling my way
Then I went to see you for the cost of a flight
Packed up my bags with a tent and a toothbrush
Told you that I loved you baby kissed you again
As my tears trickled down your face
If it's oceans between us
Why not get on a plane
And if you're travelling somewhere
Travel my way maybe someday
I was like a penguin waiting here in the freeze
Writing down some words in a Parisian café
Wondering how long it takes to carry a thought
Or a vibe a feeling or something
I could go to see you get a job with guitar
Start a new life get away from my homeland
You see I'm just a dreamer with a couple of songs
That I'll sing until somebody notices
If it's only an ocean
Let's get on a plane
And if you're travelling somewhere
Travel my way maybe someday
Here's a little story that I've got in my mind
I'm standing at the coach-stop with your beauty behind
I'm kissing you forever giving you all my heart
Wishing you could come with me but I know that you can't
You've got to study hard you've got to find who you are
I'm never getting younger and the older you are
The more you need somebody near to help you survive
The less you need a casual love that's leaving tonight
Now there might be a good reason why I cannot keep love
I give em' half the world when all they wanted was lunch
It's hard to make a living with four chords in a song
Two squashed up cans of beer wondering where it went wrong
You've got to find a passion something good that you do
I'm praying for your happiness I want you to bloom
You ask about religion so I tell you the truth
I don't know why but I believe in you
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